Traffic Accidents in Jordan

The world s First Death by Motor Vehicle
On 17 August 1896, Bridget Drisoll, a 44-year-old mother of two, became the
first person ever killed by a motor vehicle. She and her teenage daughter were on
their way to see a dance performance at Crystal Palace in London. She was struck
by a car as they crossed the palace grounds. Witnesses said the car was going at
tremendous speed. A young man was driving, giving free rides to demonstrate
the new invention and, according to some, trying to impress a young female
passenger. At the inquest, the coroner said, This must never happen
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Definitions:
Traffic Accident
Fatal injury (Fatality)
Slight Injury

Serious Injury

Driver

Any incident caused by at least one vehicle resulted in injuries or fatalities or
property damages only.
Is the infection that usually lead to death, either directly or because of complications
during one month of the incidence of
Any injury resulting from a traffic accident, including superficial wounds and
bruises, as well as entries to the hospital for a period not exceeding (24 hours)
definition does not include scratches and bruises and enter the hospital for
surveillance
Is the infection that need to be interventions specialized medical, both within
hospitals or outside, such as surgery or treating bone fractures, or deal with cases
that nerves and other includes cases of head injuries and loss of consciousness
according to (Glasgow coma scale) : (0-15 ) infection is severe if the measurement at
least (10)..
Any person who is in actual manual control of a motor vehicle.

Passenger

Any person, other than a driver who is an occupant in a motor vehicle, stepping
down or up into it.

Pedestrian

Any person walking on his feet on roads. This also, includes: bicyclists, persons
pulling or towing a children wagon, wheelchairs and wagons.

Vehicle

Any power-driven means of land transportation, whether used for towing, lifting and
pushing; including trailers and semi-trailers provided for cargo transportation. It
does not include means of transportation provided to run on railways.
The paved land surface provided for public traffic including movement of vehicles
and pedestrians, bridges, tunnels and parking areas.
The place where one road or more is intersecting with another, traversing or
branching on one level including intersecting with railways.
Vehicles provided with two or three wheels operated by a mechanical engine, used
for transportation of persons or goods; provided that it is not designed on the shape
of a car. Bicycles equipped with a mechanical engine are also included.
A vehicle designed to transport no more than nine persons including the driver.
A vehicle designed to transport no less than nine persons and no more than thirty
including the driver.
A vehicle designed to transport more than thirty persons.
A vehicle designed to transport both persons and goods together.
A vehicle designed to transport goods.
A cargo vehicle equipped with a sealed tank to transport particle, gas, liquid and
crushed materials.
A vehicle that is not provided to transport cargo by itself, but designed to tow a
trailer or semi-trailer.
A non-mechanic vessel designed to be towed by a trailer head without carrying any
portion of its weight.
A Vehicle that is designed to carry cargo and tow a trailer wagon.

Road
Intersection
Motorcycle

Small Passenger Car
Medium passenger Bus
Passenger Coach
Multipurpose Vehicle
Cargo Vehicle
Tanker
Trailer Head
Trailer Wagon
Heavy
Goods
Vehicle
(HGV)
Special Purpose Vehicle

Construction Vehicle
Agricultural Vehicle
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A transportation, lifting and towing vehicle with special standards and equipped with
affixed tools that are non-interchangeable into any vehicle type; which also cannot
be used unless in the provided purposes.
A mechanic vehicle that is used in construction works including roads related
construction works.
A vehicle designed for usage in agricultural works.
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Road Traffic Accidents Time Indicator 2012
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OVERVIEW
1.

The number of accidents has decreased from 142588) in
(
).

2.

Fatalities have increased from (694) in 2011 to (816) in 2012 by (

3.

Injuries have decreased from (18122) in 2011 to (17143) in 2012 by (

4.

(267) million JDs the cost of traffic accidents for 2012.

5.

Fatalities per 10,000 vehicle are (6.7) and the injuries per 10,000 vehicle are
(141.2) as a result of traffic accidents.

6.

Fatalities per 100,000 Inhabitants are (12.8) and the injuries per 100,000
Inhabitants are (268.4) as a result of traffic accidents.

7.

Pedestrian accidents recorded ( 9%) from the total number of accidents resulted
in (31.3%) from the total number of fatalities and(19.4 %) from the total number
of injuries. Moreover, Crash accidents recorded (95.7%) from the total number of
accidents resulted in (46.9%) from the total number of fatalities and (70.0 %) from
the total number of injuries.

8.

Injury accidents recorded (9 8%),where property-damage accidents recorded
(90.2%) from the total number of accidents.

9.

The highest percentage of deaths within the age group (30-32) years and
by( 6%) of all deaths overall, and the wounded was formed within the age group
(24-26) years by (10.3%) of the total wounded .

10.

(

11.

The highest rate of pedestrian deaths within the age group (3-5) years, formed a
gain of (16.9 %) of the total pedestrian deaths overall, and the age group (6-8)
years formed the highest rate of pedestrian wounded by ( 2%) of the total
pedestrians injured kidneys.

12.

The highest percentage of drivers involved in traffic accidents compared with the
registered number are from the age group (18-20) years and older accounting for a
rate (19.6%) of all drivers involved in traffic accidents.

13.

The fatalities passengers percentage (
fatalities and injuries overall

14.

Most fatalities in traffic accidents were a result of using incorrect lane with
percentage equal to (47.1%) of the total traffic accidents errors.

VI

to (112817 in
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.2 %) of the casualties in traffic accidents were males.

2%) and injuries (42.1%) of the total
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